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1. $1,000 1934-A FRN, Fr.2212-G One Thousand–
Chicago. There’s no way a nicer looking 45 exists. 
This note looks Unc. PMG Ch EF 45. ............ $5250

2. $500 1934 FRN Fr.2201-G Five Hundred–
Chicago. Light Green Seal. A seemingly 
uncirculated McKinley with crisp white paper that 
contrasts beautifully with the light green seal and 
serials. Ch AU-CU. ......................................... $3995

3. $500 1934-A FRN Fr.2202-G Five Hundred–
Chicago. No hard folds or creases so any 
handling must have only been gently visible prior  
to encapsulation. Faint teller stamp to the left  
of the central portrait called ‘minor ink’ that’s  
easy to overlook and not objectionable. PMG  
AU 53. .............................................................$3495

4. $500 1934 FRN, Fr.2201-G Five Hundred–
Chicago Light Green Seal. A stunning and original 
light green seal that’s in a lesser-known holder,  
but with all the eye-appeal of bright paper,  
bold inks, even margins, and sharp corners! CGC  
AU 55PQ. ....................................................... $3850

5. $500 1934-A FRN Fr.2202-G Five Hundred–
Chicago. The perfect note for a collector that 
doesn’t want to sacrifice beauty for budget. This 
note offers both aesthetics and affordability as it 
boasts in its holder of PMG Ch VF 35. .......... $2250

6. $500 1934 FRN, Fr.2101-D Five Hundred-
Cleveland. An attractive and problem-free example 
of a high-denomination that’s destined to turn 
heads. This note offers exceptional eye-appeal 
and comes without any problems or negative 
comments...as many do. PMG Ch VF 35. ..... $2250

7. $500 1934-A FRN, Fr.2202-B Five Hundred–New 
York. A textbook VF with two well-concealed sets 
of staple holes that only become barely noticeable 
once backlit. Ch VF. ....................................... $1995

8. $1 1869 LT, Fr. 18, Rainbow. Exceptional color 
with deep blue anti-counterfeiting swath. They 
don’t usually come this nice. PMG EF40. ..... $2895

9. $1 1869 LT, Fr. 18, Rainbow. Problem-free, 
attractive and colorful! PCGS-B VF 20. .......... $1350

10. $2 1869 LT, Fr. 42 Rainbow This mid-grade 
Rainbow deuce with outstanding color that faces 
up better than most XFs. PMG VF 30 EPQ. .. $4250

11. $2 1869 LT, Fr.42 Rainbow. The handling is well-
concealed and the color that remains on this note  
is nothing shy of a collector’s dream. PCGS-B  
VF 30. .............................................................$3495

12. $5 1869 LT, Fr.64 Rainbow. This note displays all 
the color a discerning collector would desire and 
faces up like a strong AU-CU. Little spot of adhesive 
that’s barely noticeable and hidden in the design 
of the word FIVE to the left of the Pioneer Family.  
Ch EF-AU. ...................................................... $3250

13. $5 1869 LT, Fr.64 Rainbow. Fully-original  
with eye-popping embossing that competes  
with the colors on this stunning note. PCGS VF 
30PPQ. ...........................................................$2795

14. $10 1869 LT, Fr.96 Rainbow. A handsome ten 
that’s retained lovely color. A few tiny pinholes are 
barely noticeable even when the note is backlit and 
remains quite attractive from both sides. PCGS-B 
VF 20. ..............................................................$1745

15. $50 1869 LT, Fr. 151 Rainbow. The portrait 
of Henry Clay is located at the right with a 
considerable amount of color still present. The 
pigment is rich for the grade making any comment 
of ‘restorations’ seemingly impossible to locate. 
PMG Fine 12, net. ........................................$19,995

16. $5 1896 SC, Fr. 269, Educational. Electricity as 
the Dominant Force in the World. Just purchased 
this stunning $5 Ed with bold inks and a great look. 
Small sealed edge split confined to the margin. 
PCGS-B VF 30, det. ....................................... $5995

17. $5 1896 SC, Fr. 268, Educational. This note 
faces up ten points higher than its assigned grade 
despite trivial comment of ‘minor repairs.’ PMG VF 
20. ................................................................. $3450

18. $2 1896 SC, Fr. 247, Educational. Science 
Presenting Steam + Electricity to Commerce + 
Manufacture. A seemingly under-graded and 
stunning example of an Educational deuce that 
offers the iconic allegory. The paper is bright, the 
inks are bold, and the embossing is deep! PCGS  
VF 30. ............................................................ $3250

19. $2 1896 SC, Fr.248, Educational. An affordable 
+ attractive opportunity to acquire a $2 Ed. Very 
Fine. ................................................................ $1995

20. $2 1896 SC, Fr.247, Educational. A couple 
sealed tears along the edges that are described as 
edge repairs on the back of the holder. Affordable 
opportunity to acquire an iconic note that quickly 
gets out of reach. PCGS-B Ch Fine 15, det. ...$1050

21. $1 1896 SC, Fr.224, Educational. History 
Instructing Youth. Generous margins for a series 
that comes tight. PCGS-B Ch Unc 63PPQ. .....$3495

22. $1 1896 SC, Fr. 224, Educational. Looks nearly 
identical to above. PCGS Ch AU 58. ............. $2995

23. $1 1896 SC, Fr.224 Educational. A wonderful 
example of what’s often described as ‘the most 
beautiful series of US paper money.’ VF. ........$545

24. $5 1923 SC, Fr. 282 Porthole. Lincoln sits 
serenely inside the central circle said to resemble a 
ship’s porthole. Gentle handling offers affordability 
but the bold blue overprint and black inks offer a 
high-quality problem-free banknote. VF. ....... $1495

25. $5 1886 Silver Cert, Fr. 261 Silver Dollar Back. 
Small red seal is found on the face of this note 
that’s easiest recognized and often referred to 
by its back design featuring five Morgan Silver 
Dollars. If the perfect banknote exists to guide 
coin collectors into the paper realm, this is it. Very 
Fine. ............................................................... $2995

26. $5 1886 Silver Cert, Fr. 262 Silver Dollar Back. 
Large red spiked seal. This note traded hands a few 
times, but managed to escape circulation entirely 
free of any negative comments. These quickly 
become out of reach in higher grades; therefore, 
we’re ecstatic to present this offering. PCGS-B VF 
20. ................................................................. $2995

27. $5 1886 SC, Fr.261 Silver Dollar Back. This note 
is best and often appreciated from the back and 
all five Morgan Silver Dollars are well-inked and 
attractive. Likely previously displayed to show the 
back, there’s a small area of paper pulls at the top 
center on the face that in no way detracts from the 
back’s beauty. PMG Fine 12. .......................... $1295
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